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Abstract: A 22× reduction in laser pump threshold and a 23× enhancement 
in energy conversion have been demonstrated on a second order distributed 
feedback (DFB) laser using a resonant optical pumping (ROP) technique. 
The ROP scheme couples the excitation light into a distinct resonant mode 
of the laser cavity through the illuminating at a specific resonant incident 
angle. Coupling excitation light into the resonant mode results in an 
enhanced near-field, which significantly increases pump absorption by the 
active medium. Consequently, high power conversion efficiency between 
pumping light and lasing emission is achieved and laser pump threshold 
power is reduced. 
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1. Introduction 

Increased pump efficiency has been an important research topic since the first demonstration 
of lasing in1957 [1–9]. Enhancement of pump efficiency benefits both energy conversion and 
lasing pump threshold, which is defined as the lowest input energy at which the sum of all the 
losses experienced by the light in one round trip is balanced by the optical gain of the lasing 
medium. Many previous approaches for pump threshold reduction have concentrated upon 
designing small mode-volume and high Q-factor optical cavities with strong optical 
confinement [10,11], such as vertical cavities with distributed Bragg reflectors [11], two 
dimensional (2D) photonic crystal (PC) microcavities [7], and whispering-gallery mode 
oscillators [12,13]. A drawback of using high Q cavities, however, is that the low out-
coupling efficiency also reduces the slope efficiency of the laser. Recently, more efficient 
pump methods were developed to optically excite 2D PC [14] and vertical cavity lasers [9] by 
matching the wavelength of illumination with the resonant wavelength of the cavity. 

Here, we present a resonant optical pumping (ROP) scheme for the distributed feedback 
laser which simultaneously reduces the laser pump threshold while enhancing the energy 
conversion efficiency by increasing the pumping absorption efficiency. The ROP technique 
couples the excitation light into a distinct resonant mode of the laser cavity through 
illumination at a specific resonant incident angle. Coupling excitation light into the resonant 
mode results in an enhanced near-field, which significantly increases pump absorption by the 
active medium. Consequently, high power conversion efficiency between pumping light and 
lasing emission is achieved and laser pump threshold power is reduced. For a given pump 
power, the ROP approach decreases the laser pumping threshold and improves the slope 
efficiency through enhanced pumping absorption efficiency, without changing the output 
coupling efficiency. While tuning of the excitation wavelength has been used successfully to 
improve pump efficiency for 2D photonic crystal slab lasers [14] and vertical cavity lasers, the 
incident angle tuning approach described in this work is simple to implement with a non-
tunable pump laser, as one need only to choose the correct angle of incidence. 

2. Device structure and fabrication 

Due to its ability to provide efficient distributed reflection with an easily fabricated corrugated 
periodic refractive index structure, the DFB structure has become a popular narrow linewidth 
light source for optical communications. Embossing, imprinting, and nanoreplica molding 
techniques have simplified the fabrication process for defining the sub-wavelength 
dimensions required for the DFB structure, and plastic-based devices have been demonstrated 
through incorporation of dye doping within an active polymer medium. The particular DFB 
structure studied in this paper incorporates a second order Bragg grating. Unlike first order 
DFB structures, second order gratings couple cavity modes into surface-emitting modes by 
first order diffraction [15]. Due to the phase matching condition, each wavelength couples 
resonantly with the structure for a distinct angle of incidence. While the surface-emitting 
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mode is used to extract light out of the cavity, the same DFB structure also supports an off-
normal resonant mode which can couple resonantly with an external optical pump source. 

A cross-sectional diagram (not to scale) of the DFB laser is shown in Fig. 1. A one-
dimensional (1D) surface grating structure is formed in an ultraviolet curable polymer 
(UVCP) upon a flexible polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) substrate by nanoreplica molding 
[16,17]. The polymer grating surface is coated by horizontal dipping [18,19] with a high 
refractive index polymer layer, SU-8 (Microchem) doped with Rhodamine-590, (~1% wt%, 
Exciton) which functions as the gain medium. The gain layer has an overall thickness of ~400 
nm and a refractive index of n = 1.58. Finally, a 20 nm titanium dioxide (TiO2) thin film is 
deposited on top of the DFB laser surface by electron beam evaporation. The TiO2 film is 
used in the context of operating this device as a label-free biosensor [17], in order to vertically 
displace the resonant mode into media (water) on top of the DFB surface as a means for 
increasing detection sensitivity. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the surface-emitting DFB laser. 

3. Band structure and near field calculation 

Under broadband illumination, a highly efficient reflection represents a resonance supported 
by the DFB cavity at a specific wavelength and a specific angle. A simulation tool 
(DiffractMOD, RSoft Design Group) based on the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) 
technique aids the identification of the resonant modes. Figure 2 (a) shows a photonic band 
diagram for the structure described in Fig. 1, calculated for transverse electric (TE) modes in 
the 500 < λ < 680 nm wavelength interval and the radiation angle, θ, varied from 0° to 12°. 
Generally, the complex-coupled organic DFB laser facilitates single mode yield by removing 
the mode degeneracy that exists in pure index coupled or pure gain coupled DFB lasers [20–
22]. From the photonic band diagram, an emission wavelength of λ = 584 nm and a resonant 
incident angle of 9.13° for the excitation laser at λ = 532 nm can be predicted. Figure 3(a) and 
(b) show the simulated near electric field intensity (normalized to the intensity of incident 
field) for the excitation light coupled into resonance from 9.13° and excitation light coupled at 
an off-resonant angle of 0°. The influence of the resonance phenomenon on the resulting near-
fields is clearly manifested in the electric field intensity, where resonant pumping results in 
~81 × greater electric field intensity within the gain medium than ordinary non-resonant 
pumping. The photonic band diagram of the fabricated device was measured by illuminating 
with collimated white light and measuring the transmitted spectrum with a spectrometer (HR 
4000, Ocean Optics) as a function of the incident angle. The consequent band diagram is 
shown in Fig. 2 (b), which agrees well with the simulated band diagram shown in Fig. 2 (a). 
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Fig. 2. Photonic band diagram of the DFB laser. (a), resonant mode dispersion calculated using 
RCWA. Simulation results identify the resonant pumping angle at 9.13° for the excitation 
mode λ = 532 nm and the vertically emitting mode λ = 584 nm. All angles are measured with 
respect to the normal of the surface grating in Fig. 1. (b), measured photonic dispersion of the 
resonant modes. The experimentally obtained data suggests that the pumping light at λ = 532 
nm couples to the resonant mode by following the photonic dispersion. 

 

Fig. 3. Near-field intensity calculation. Electric field intensity profile calculated using RCWA 
for the TE pumping mode at λ = 532 nm under resonant pumping condition (a), and non-
resonant pumping condition (b). Note different colorbar scales are used. 
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4. Experimental results 

The DFB laser was pumped with a frequency-doubled, Q-switched Nd: YAG pulse laser (λ = 
532 nm, yttrium aluminum garnet) with pulse duration of 10 ns at a repetition rate of 2 Hz. 
The excitation spot size and pump fluence were controlled by an adjustable pinhole and a 
continuous variable neutral density filter (OD 0-4.0). The DFB laser emission was normal to 
the device surface and was coupled by a convex lens into a step index multimode fiber with a 
high numerical aperture (NA = 0.48). The laser output was then analyzed by a spectrometer 
(HR4000, Ocean Optics) with a resolution of 0.12 nm. 

In order to demonstrate the effect of ROP on the fabricated DFB laser, the dependence of 
the relative DFB laser pulse energy upon the pump fluence was investigated. Figure 4 shows 
the narrow-band emission of the laser when pumped above threshold. As illustrated by Fig. 5, 
above threshold, the output energy rises linearly with pump energy illuminated from four 
different incident angles. Using a linear least-squares fit to the emission fluence above 
threshold, clear threshold energies of 0.34 µJ/mm

2
, 0.55 µJ/mm

2
, 3.59 µJ/mm

2
, and 7.48 

µJ/mm
2
 were found for excitations from 9.13°, 9.08°, 9.03° and 0°. The inset of Fig. 5 

summarizes the laser pumping threshold and the laser slope efficiency as a function of the 
excitation angle of the pump light. Both laser pumping threshold and slope efficiency change 
dramatically with the pumping angle. On the basis of the inset of Fig. 5, the laser pump 
threshold drops 22 × when pumped at the resonance angle (9.13°) compared to the case 
without using resonance (0°). Meanwhile, the slope efficiency is enhanced by 23 × at 
resonance. In order to ensure that the same location was reproducibly excited under different 
pumping angles, the device was placed on a rotation stage (PR01, Thorlabs) with the device 
surface overlapping the rotation axis and the pumping light was designed to pass through the 
rotation axis at a right angle. 
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Fig. 4. A typical above-threshold emission spectrum from the device. 
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Fig. 5. Emission characteristics of a surface-emitting DFB laser in terms of the pumping angle. 
The inset plot depicts the laser pumping threshold and the slope efficiency as a function of the 
pumping angle. Threshold energies of ~0.34 µJ/mm2, 0.55 µJ/mm2, 3.59 µJ/mm2, and 7.48 
µJ/mm2 were found for excitations from 9.13° (on resonance), 9.08° (near resonance), 9.03° 
(near resonance) and 0° (off resonance), using a linear least-squares fit to the experimentally 
obtained data. Fitting results indicate a 22 × reduction in the pump threshold energy for lasing 
when pumped at the resonance angle (9.13°) compared to the case without using resonance (at 
0°). Meanwhile, the slope efficiency is enhanced by 23 × at resonance, according to the linear 
fitting. 

The relationship between the absorption efficiency and the pumping angle has also been 
investigated with measurement results shown in Fig. 6. In order to accurately measure the 
absorption efficiency, a continuous wave (CW) Nd: YAG laser with output power of 5 mW 
was utilized as the excitation source during this experiment. The power of the incident, 
reflected, and transmitted light was measured using a Si photodiode based power and energy 
meter (PM320E, Thorlabs). Under resonant pumping, the absorption efficiency was 
maximized and was ~31.65%. While at normal incidence, the absorption efficiency was only 
~1.37% (not shown in Fig. 6). Therefore, the absorption efficiency could be increased by ~23 
× simply by implementing resonant pumping without changing the device configuration. 
Additionally, the curve characterizing the relationship between the absorption and the 
pumping angle agrees well with the relationship observed between the laser emission intensity 
and the pump incident angle. This agreement indicates that the reduced laser pumping 
threshold and improved slope efficiency result from the increased pump energy absorption. 
This increased energy absorption will enhance the resonant electromagnetic field inside the 
gain layer, which in turn will dramatically decrease the laser pump threshold power and 
improve the slope efficiency. 
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Fig. 6. Absorption efficiency and laser output versus the pumping angle. Both the absorption 
efficiency of the pumping energy and the laser output peak at the resonant excitation angle 
(9.13°) and drop in the same manner as the pumping light shifts away from the resonant 
incident angle. This agreement indicates that it is the increased pumping energy absorption that 
results in the reduced lasing threshold and the improved slope efficiency. 

Resonant pumping is not limited to 1D DFB lasers, as the concept may be extended to 
other cavity structures, such as microrings, microspheres microtoroids lasers, 2D DFB 
surfaces, and 2D photonic crystal lasers. In principle, the ROP technique can be applied to any 
laser cavity with co-existing modes at the wavelength of laser emission and the pump 
wavelength to reduce the pumping threshold and to increase the slope efficiency. However, it 
should be noted that the effects of reduced threshold and increased slope efficiency are 
strongly dependent upon the spatial overlap between the resonant pumping mode and the 
lasing mode. If the spatial overlap between these two modes is poor, the effects of ROP will 
be minimized. 
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